The acute paralysis in Guillain-Barré syndrome is related to a Na+ channel blocking factor in the cerebrospinal fluid.
The effect of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from patients with severe polyradiculoneuritis (Guillain-Barré syndrome, GBS) on voltage-dependent Na+ channels of myoballs was studied. The transient Na+ currents, elicited by repetitive stimulation at 1 Hz, were inhibited by the CSF from most of the GBS patients to 10%-40% the control value. The inhibition was complete in about 5 s and was fully reversible. Such inhibition was never seen with control CSF. The blocking property of the CSF from GBS patients was lost after the number of cells and the protein content had been lowered by means of a clinical filtration technique for cerebrospinal fluid. The results demonstrate that in Guillain-Barré syndrome blocking factors of Na+ channels are present in the CSF, impairing neuron impulse conduction, and thereby causing muscular weakness and sensory disturbances in the affected patient.